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 Our Vision
Innovative and trustworthy counterpart targeted at industry, mining, 
agriculture and service as well as technical world class expertise which 
leverages operational synergy and sustainable growth.

 Our Mission
We keep unceasing endeavour to maintain as one of region's leading 
private enterprise to contribute our counterparts achieve their desired 
outcomes. Focusing on opportunities by which our subsidiaries would 
present stable and healthy operating performance, we emphasise on 
enhancing current performance by structurally improving strategic 
position, competitiveness and profitability while protecting against 
future uncertainty.

ABOUT US
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Jalil Navadeh Abazar
Founder, CEO & Chairman

Production is the essence of every individual and success is only 
feasible by challenge and struggle. Life is going by expeditiously and 
we must take advantage of every single moment to step forward 
and attain our goals. 

Navid Navadeh Abazar
COO & Deputy Chairman of the Board

One of the components of prosperity in any field is smart work based 
on innovative knowledge and the only effort would be fruitful if it is 
targeted and focused on awareness, tact, contrivance and self-scrutiny. 
Setting a goal and striving for it, is one of the most powerful activity that must be 
done to achieve success and I believe that self-confidence is the only key to any 
success. We must believe in our prosperity so we firmly set the foundation stone 
for leading of any work. 
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It has been proven globally that any industrial procedures, construction, repair and renovation or modification of various structures 
are only possible via knowledge and expertise of EPC companies.
Pars Sakhtar Industrial Group, as an EPC contractor, has been implementing many turnkey projects over the past four decades 
and devotes a significant portion of its resources to strategic presence in global market.
Being a private investment firm, we offer all three capabilities of engineering, procurement and execution simultaneously at a 
global level.
Our mission is to be constructive globally through developing human and organisational capabilities in order to improve the 
welfare of people. Participation in project implementation as a developer and project manager as well as engineering, procurement, 
construction, financing, investment and maintenance can be named as some of our companies' services.
Pars Sakhtar Industrial Group strives to implement all its ongoing projects with the highest possible quality and constantly 
creates more value for its employers, partners, the community and other stakeholders. The capability of our group is to perform 
the design, procurement of equipment and machinery, construction and execution in the following fields:
- Electrical Power: Concrete and steel poles, electrical power transmission and sub-transmission lines and substations, 
telecommunication towers, power plants, etc.
- Water Resources: Dams, water transfer lines, pumping stations, sewage collection networks, irrigation and drainage networks, 
hydropower plants, etc.
- Road Construction: Road construction, highways, railways, airport runways, tunnels, bridges, underground roads, etc.
- Industry and Mining: Exploration, exploitation, production, extraction and processing, conversion of any minerals' raw 
materials, execution and launching of steel production lines, industrial equipment, hydromechanical equipment of factories, tools 
and machines, etc.
- Agro-Industry:  Agricultural operations, planting and harvesting of crops, livestock farms, modern agricultural greenhouses, etc.
- Tourism:  Launching airlines, multi-star hotels, travel agencies, holding international conferences, etc.
- Construction: Town construction, public buildings, commercial and recreational structures, sport centres, etc.
- Finance:  Receiving financial facilities, credit from domestic and foreign banks as well as financial and credit institutions, etc. for 
EPCF & PCF projects.

EPC  CONTRACTOR 
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                Pars Sakhtar

EPC  CONTRACTOR 
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With nearly four-decade experience of activity in electrical power industry, Pars Sakhtar Co. is the sole prosperous EPC contractor 
in the region, which has successfully executed A to Z implementation of designing, supplying the equipment and engineering 
and production of concrete poles and steel towers for transmission and sub-transmission lines, telecommunication towers as 
well as self-supporting concrete monopoles at voltage level ranging from 63 to 400 kV including numerous circuit in compact 
form, high-voltage substations, renovation and erection of power plants, construction process regarding industrial factories as 
well as all kind of steel making plants, continuous casting mills, hot rolling mills, cold rolling mills, heavy metal structures applied 
in various industries with asymmetric high span and special structure, hydromechanical equipment of factories, overhead cranes 
up to 150 tons, instruments and equipment of modern under glass greenhouses, participation in industrial and mining projects, 
managing all these activities and performing the contracting procedure of facilities and equipment.
The company has accomplished more than 200 projects and exported engineering services at the worth of 30 million USD. Also, 
our company has recorded successful designing and implementation tests of loading on metal structures and tensile strength of 
concrete. Our company is regarded as one of the international patented companies of concrete transmission poles and one of 
the leading companies in the region for construction of “steel manufacturing plants” such as hot rolling mills, cold rolling mills,  
melt-shops, prefabricated concrete products and electrical power transmission structures.
Pars Sakhtar Industrial Group, in line with its development plans and utilisation of its potentials and capabilities as well as the 
expansion of greenhouse construction activities by Pars Sakhtar Co. as the engineering and executive arm of the company, 
and in cooperation with Hamta Saze Arka Co., Dutch company Debets Schalke Co., and Spanish company IEP Co., provides 
management services, engineering, supply, construction and installation and implementation of modern glass and plastic 
greenhouses in Middle-East.

www.parssakhtar.com
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                Pars Sakhtar  

EPC  CONTRACTOR 

88 www.parssakhtar.com

 Pars Sakhtar’s Fields of Activities:

 Electrical power transmission lines 
 Electrical power substations
 Electric power generating plants
 Construction of industrial and mining plants and factories
 Construction of glass and plastic hydroponic greenhouses
 Civil, water, road and construction engineering
 Telecommunication towers
 Machinery manufacturing
 Special structures
 Renewable energies
 Financial services
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SOME OF FULFILLED AND UNDER EXECUTION PROJECTS

No. Project Location Employer
1 Design, supply of equipment, execution and execution of cold rolling mill for steel sheets with annual capacity of 500,000 tons Tabriz Shahriar Tabriz Steel Co.

2 Design, supply, engineering and implementation of -66hectare Venlo glass greenhouses for hydroponic cultivation in 3 executive 
phases (one of the largest integrated glass greenhouses in the Middle East)

Aras free 
zone Manaram Co.

3 Design, supply of equipment, implementation and execution of Annealing and Bell Annealing Line of cold plates with annual 
capacity of 300,000 tons Tabriz Shahriar Tabriz Steel Co.

4 Design, supply of equipment, implementation and execution of Push Pull Pickling Line with annual capacity of 500,000 tons Tabriz Shahriar Tabriz Steel Co.

5 Design, supply of equipment, implementation and execution of acid recycling line (Acid regeneration Plant) in accordance with 
environmental conditions Tabriz Shahriar Tabriz Steel Co.

6 Design, supply of equipment, implementation and execution of electro-cleaning line (Electrical Cleaning Line) Tabriz Shahriar Tabriz Steel Co.

7 Design, supply, implementation and execution of Skin Pass Mill / Temper Mill Tabriz Shahriar Tabriz Steel Co.

8 Design, supply of equipment, implementation and commissioning of Tension Levelling / Trimming Line Tabriz Shahriar Tabriz Steel Co.

9 Design, supply of equipment, implementation and commissioning of hot rolling line of steel plates with annual capacity of 500,000 
tons Tabriz Tavanaram Co.

10 Supply of poles and construction of foundation and installation of quadric circuit poles 63/230 kV Ardabil - Kami Abad Ardebil Azerbaijan Regional Power Co.

11 230 kV double-wire power transmission line from Urmia power plant to Mahabad-Urmia road Mahabad- 
Urmia Azerbaijan Regional Power Co.

12 63 kV Sadough Qom linkage transmission line Qom Tehran Regional Power Co.

13 Construction of 63 kV Aran No. 1 quadric circuit transmission line in Aran and Bidgol substation No. 2 Aran nad 
Bidgol Isfahan Regional Power Co.

14 132 kV dual circuit transmission line of Aras Heavy Industries site Jolfa Aras free zone institution

15 Procurement of equipment and full implementation of the 132 kV double circuit transmission line of the foreign investment state Tabriz Azerbaijan Regional Power Co.

16 132 kV quadric circuit transmission line -boosting gas pressure Akhula Azerbaijan Regional Power Co.

17 Supply equipment and total procurement of 230 kV Ardebil-substation connecting to Mianeh transmission line Ardebil Azerbaijan Regional Power Co.

18 Supply equipment and total procurement of 230 kV double circuit transmission line– Zanjan power plant Zanjan Zanjan Regional Power Co.



No. Project Location Employer
19 Design, supply of equipment, implementation and execution of galvanised mill by hot immersion method with a capacity of 90,000 

tons Tabriz Shahriar Tabriz Steel Co.

20 Reconstruction of steel structure of boiler 2 and machine room of Tabriz thermal power plant Tabriz Tavanir

21 Moghan hydroelectric power plant reconstruction project Mogan Tavanir

22 Design and implementation of a project to increase the capacity of the galvanised sheet production line to 200,000 tons Tabriz Shahriar Tabriz Steel Co.

23 Design, engineering and construction of material handling machines Tabriz Pars Tire Co.

24 Design, engineering and construction of special halls with a span over 45 meters Tabriz Endowment and Charity 
Organization

25 The first phase of the construction of the foundation of transformer repair shop Tabriz Azerbaijan Regional Power Co.

26 Supply of equipment, construction and implementation of Aoun Ibn Ali wind power plant second and third unit Tabriz Tavanir

27 Supply of equipment, construction and implementation of continuous automatic moulding line with the participation of BMD 
Germany Tabriz Casting unit- Truck 

manufacturing Company

28 Construction of the first 150ton overhead crane in the country at a transmission transformer repair shop Tabriz Azerbaijan Regional Power Co.

29 Supply equipment and total procurement of 400 kV modular- Kosar substation Tehran Tehran Regional Power Co.

30 Supply of equipment, engineering and implementation of continuous casting mill for steel bar (CCM) with a capacity of 280,000 tons 
per year Tabriz Tavanaram Co.

31 Supply of equipment, engineering and execution of induction furnaces for steel bar production mill Tabriz Tavanaram Co.

32 Design and construction of a heavy hall with a span of 30 meters asymmetrically and special coverage for athletic purposes (stadium 
and pool) Tabriz Ministry of Power

33 Execution of turnkey projects of more than 120 power transmission line projects across the country (63 kV to 400 kV) Middle East Ministry of Power 

34 Construction of 20/132 kV -Karamabad substation Karamabad- 
Poldasht

West Azerbaijan regional water 
Co. 

35 Supply of 230 132/230 kV - Azar substation’s structure Tabriz Tavanir

36 Supply of 230 132/230 kV - substation’s structures  in Urmia Balanj-Urmia Tavanir

37 Supply of 20/132/230 kV - substation’s structures in Miandoab Miandoab Tavanir

38 Construction of a 20/132 kV - substation in the third Khodaafarin construction site Mogan Ardebil Regional Water Co. 

39 Development of 20/63/230 kV  Mianeh substation Mianeh Azerbaijan Regional Power Co.

40 Development of the subtransmission 20/132 kV Shiblo substation KaramAbad- 
Poldasht

West Azerbaijan Regional water 
Co. 



         HONOURS & CERTIFICATES
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SYMBOL OF EFFORT AND STANDING

Honours and Certificates

 Premier first grade power industry contractor in Iran
 Local and international patent of self-supporting concrete monopoles
 Holder of the golden medal of 38th world invention championship in Geneva Switzerland in 2010
 Brilliant experience in industrial reconstruction projects, such as the reconstruction of Tabriz power plant 

during the eight years of Iran-Iraq war and the preparation, construction and implementation of structures in 
three main electrical power substations for the first time in Iran
 Recipient of the National Production Support award at 2nd Hatam national festival in High-Tech products with 

advance technology manufacturing section
 Recipient of appreciation award plaque for thirty-five years of entrepreneurship
 The sole EPC contractor in Northwest of Iran
 A member of Iranian Concrete Institution and American Concrete Institution
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MINING AND INDUSTRY

The steel industry is the fundamental basis of economy in any countries, so that the per capita consumption of steel is 
considered as an indicator of industrialisation of any countries. One of the most important issues that makes the steel industry 
more economical, is the completion of the steel chain from the mining process up to the production of the final products.
Considering the high potential of mineral zones and the existence of rich mines in the region along with the completion of the 
steel production chain as one of the pillars of implementing the resistance economy, Pars Sakhtar Mineral and Industrial 
Sector launched Shahriar Tabriz Steel Industrial Co., Tavanaram Co.  and  Farnaram Mineral and Industrial Co. in 
order to develop and complete the steel production chain, play an active role in the future of the Middle East industry, supply 
required iron ore and steel for sustainable development and to increase productivity and employment rate in downstream 
industries by formulating a multi-year strategic plan.
Heading towards the production of “High-Tech” products, the successful accomplishment of projects related to the 
communicative policies of the resistance economy, the supply of raw materials for downstream industries, and the increase in 
employment and industrial production can be named as some of the achievements of NA Investment Group in industrial 
and mining fields. 
Pars Sakhtar Mineral and Industrial Group strives to be the flagship of steel chain completion in the region via creation 
of a complete production chain beginning with the stage of iron ore extraction and ending in the production of cold and 
galvanised rolls that meets the demands of various industries.

14
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COLD & GALVANISED ROLLS

MINING AND INDUSTRY

16 www.shahriarsteelco.com

            Shahriar Tabriz Steel Industrial  Co.

Shahriar Tabriz Steel Industrial Co., affiliated to NA Investment Group, was established in 2012 in Akhola Industrial state as 
the premier company in Iran to produce galvanised rolls. Coincidental with the construction process and after conducting the 
prerequisite studies and surveys, the latest technical knowledge regarding the production of thick galvanised plates was selected 
and the relevant machineries were prepared, assembled and installed. The feature of the machines of this production line makes 
the performance of continuous galvanising procedure via hot dip method on various types of plates with thicknesses ranging 
from 0.4 to 3.5 mm possible.
Considering the possibility of producing hot-dip galvanised rolls at various thicknesses as well as benefiting from the best quality 
and world-class standards, Shahriar Tabriz Steel Industrial Co. succeeds not only to supply the domestic demands but also 
to play a fundamental role in exporting market.
The strategic position of the factory in the Northwestern region of Iran and its proximity to countries such as Turkey, Iraq, 
Azerbaijan, Armenia and Georgia has facilitated the export of products to these target markets.
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By spring 2023, one of the greatest steel cold rolls plants in the region of West Asia would be completed.

Construction of Cold Rolling Mills in Shahriar Tabriz Steel Industrial Co.. 
Substituting highly value-added industrial steel products in production lines, updating the technologies 
of steel production lines and employing specialised and committed human resources, reducing 
construction bureaucracy and financing are considered as the most important pillars of development in 
Shahriar Tabriz Steel Industrial Co.. The construction of Shahriar Tabriz Steel Industrial Co.'s cold 
rolling mills has been launched in 2021 in an area of 54 thousand square meters and an infrastructure 
of about 30 thousand square meters  with a total investment of more than 70 milion USD . 
The cold rolls produced by this company is one of the most strategic products of steel industry, which 
will be mainly utilised in the automotive, home appliances and other manufacturing industries.

18 www.shahriarsteelco.com

COLD & GALVANISED ROLLS

MINING AND INDUSTRY

            Shahriar Tabriz Steel Industrial  Co.



Vision and Ambition 

 Supplying domestic and local demands for various types of coated plates. 
 Preparation and production of cold and galvanised rolls at various grades with thickness ranging 0.18mm to 

3mm, applicable in downstream industries. 
 Exporting high quality products especially to the neighbouring countries in West and Northwest part of Iran.
 The development phase of Shahriar Tabriz Steel Industrial Co.'s factories for the construction of 7 modern 

and advanced production lines is being carried out at a desired pace, which is considered as a symbol of self-
esteem along with other plans related to the completion of the production chain in NA Investment Group.

19



STEEL BILLET & SLABS

                Tavana Ram

MINING AND INDUSTRY

20 www.tavanaram.ir

Tavanaram Co.  is affiliated to NA Investment Group and is composed of steel billet and hot rolled plates production factories. 
The objective of the steel production unit would be the production of various types of slabs and billet and the hot rolling firm of 
this Investment Group is designed with the aim of producing various types of structural steel plates and alloys. The construction of 
these factories has been launched in 2016 in an area of 72,000 square meters and the first phase was established as a steelmaking 
unit on December 2019 by the incumbent minister with the aim of producing billet as a mid-product of steel production chain.

Tavanaram Co.’s products:
In terms of quality, steel products are often subject to the two parameters of analysis and physical scales of the product. Equipping 
and applying standard laboratories and machineries guarantees the quality of products. By applying the two above-mentioned 
parameters along with recruiting experienced staff, the manufactured products became known as a competitive high-quality 
product in the market. Currently these products are considered as a brand both in the local as well as regional middle stream 
industries market. Evaluation of the performance of NA Investment Group for several years indicates the attention of the 
company to innovation, customer orientation and high-quality products in various fields. Tavanaram Co. as a subsidiary of this 
industrial group is inspired by this ideology and attempts to promote the Investment Group's objectives and implement the 
introduced policies.



Construction of Hot Rolling Mills Unit:

In order to complete the steel production chain, which is defined 
as one of the ultimate goals of NA Investment Group in steel 
sector, the executive phase of Tavanaram Co's production unit with 
nominal capacity of one milion tons per annum for the production 
of steel plates at various thicknesses is being implemented, so that 
not only the hot rolls, which is one of the main requirements of 
various industries and markets in the region would be produced but 
also the demand of the cold rolled steel unit as well as galvanised 
rolls would be satisfied. 
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NA Investment Group, with multiple years of experience in the field of industrial activities, intended to 
extend its activities to the field of mining and processing of minerals especially iron ore, in order to complete 
the steel production chain. In this regard, investing in under exploitation mines as well as exploration of new 
mines has been considered as objectives and programs priority. Via employment of expertise human resource 
and experienced exploration teams, and relying on the company's brilliant experience in manufacturing, 
melting and rolling mills, we aim at supporting the entire steel production chain in northwest of Iran. The 
revival of the inactive iron mine in Balistan and the registration and exploration of several mineral areas with 
mineral potentials in an area about 350 square kilometers, can be considered as some of the company's 
activities in the previous year.

IRON ORE, POLYMETALLIC

                Farna Ram

MINING AND INDUSTRY

22 www.farnaram.com
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Pars Sakhtar Mining and Industrial Group, along with other industrial firms in the northwest 
of Iran, strives to satisfy the demand of downstream steel industries with the aim of creating a 
complete production chain including mining exploitation, concentrate, pellets and sponge iron to 
cold and galvanised rolls.
Accordingly, regarding the development plan of Farnaram Company, pelletizing, regeneration 
and ultimately production of sponge iron will be set up in this company in the coming future.
Due to the construction of cold rolling mill in Shahriar Tabriz Steel Industrial Co. and planning 
for the construction of hot rolling mills in Tavanaram Co., sponge iron would be one of the 
company's main raw materials to complete the steel production chain.

24 www.farnaram.com

IRON ORE, POLYMETALLIC

                Farna Ram

MINING AND INDUSTRY
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Vision and Ambition:

NA Investment Group, as a great complex in northwest of 
Iran, intends to implement a complete steel production chain 
via execution of an iron ore processing unit and producing iron 
concentrate with a capacity of about 500,000 tons, and later by 
producing pellets and installing melting and rolling mills. So that 
by application of technical knowledge and utilising the potential 
capabilities in the northwest region, would succeed to set up a 
strong and active role in this region.
It is worth mentioning that NA Investment Group is eager 
to cooperation, joint investment and transfer of any technical 
knowledge to other industrial and mineral companies in the field of 
mining and mineral industries. 



ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION 

Considering the increasing domestic demand for electricity in various industrial and non-industrial sectors, electrical power 
industry requires to expand its infrastructure and capacity. Due to rising consumption rate and great investment requisite, this 
desire won’t be applicable without collaboration of private sector.
In this regard, Pars Sakhtar Industrial Group by relying on its more than four-decade involvement in power industry and 
implementing specific projects such as Tabriz thermal power plant renovation during the war against Iraq, construction of the 
major part of Mogan hydro power plant and Oun Ibn Ali's wind power plants has stepped forward in this demanding field. 
Pars Sakhtar Industrial Group has established its own power specific company entitled Energy Tavan Pars Sakhtar Co. 
with a specialised approach to power generation which would take a key and lasting role in implementing power plant 
projects and power industry enhancement.

26



Energy Tavan Pars Sakhtar Co. has been launched in regard with 
the increasing demand for regional energy, as well as boosting 
productivity and efficiency via application of innovative technologies 
in upstream services of electrical power industry with the vision and 
mission of being innovative and knowledge based.
Our company is proud to take principle steps in localisation 
and upgrading the equipment potentials of Iran in this field via 
managing technical and engineering services, equipping, launching, 
implementation and execution of DG, CHP and combined cycle 
power plants at different energy voltages. 
Referring to Pars Sakhtar Co.'s brilliant experience in construction, 
implementation and development of hydro and wind power plants, 
Energy Tavan Pars Sakhtar Co. is known as an experienced 
and reputable company in construction and execution of energy 
production plants, as mentioned before.

Power Plant

27



                Energy Tavan

ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION

RENEWABLE ENERGIES

In terms of diverse energy resources, Iran is known as one of the richest countries in the world, and in addition to extensive fossil 
fuel resources and non-renewable fuels such as oil and gas, it has great potential for renewable energies namely wind, solar and 
geothermal energy.  Considering this, Energy Tavan Pars Sakhtar Co. has planned to elevate the utilisation of various renewable 
energy sources in order to meet the growing energy demands of Iran, and has taken the leading role in the construction of wind and 
solar power plants. The construction of the second and third stations of wind farm in Tabriz (Oun Ibn Ali) can be named as an example 
of wind farms for the development of renewable energies performed by Energy Tavan Pars Sakhtar Co.

28 www.energytavan.com



Oun Ibn Ali Wind Farm
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MACHINERY MANUFACTURING

Relying on its technical knowledge and precious experience of managers and experts as well as utilisation of its  global 
business partners capabilities, Niroo Tajhiz Pars Sakhtar Co. is one of the most qualified suppliers of heavy weight 
specific tools, industrial project materials and High-Tech equipment with regard to the energy industry in Iran.
Niroo Tajhiz Pars Sakhtar Co. is acquainted brilliantly in the field of design and engineering, supply of goods and spare 
parts, as well as construction, installation, examination and implementation of industrial plants, various industrial and 
mining projects, electrical power plants, oil, gas and petrochemical projects so it has been able to provide specialised 
goods at high quality and at the most appropriate delivery time based on customers' demands.
The trading department of our Industrial Group with highly competitive potentials and via creating technical and 
consultative capabilities by its experts and  proposing valid and approved documentations would provide equipment 
accommodation in accordance with costumers' desires. 
The company has set its goal on utilisation of specialised and experienced human resources, available financial resources 
as well as ease and speed in operating programs with the aim of developing sustainable production for subsidiaries 
of NA Investment Group.

30
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                Niro Tajhiz

MACHINERY MANUFACTURING

32 www.niroutajhiz.com



The accessible equipment and machinery in the machinery-
building workshop, along with the expertise staff of 
Niroo Tajhiz  Company, have provided the possibility of 
designing and manufacturing various machines in diversity 
of fields. During the past years, the design and construction 
of majority of production machines, equipment and 
moulds applied in production lines have been performed 
in our machinery building unit.

33



 AGRO - INDUSTRY

Studying the historical trend of economic growth indicates that most of the world's developed countries currently have 
chosen agriculture as an infrastructure field for their economic growth. Via application of abundant capacities of this field, 
the countries not only succeed to provide appropriate inputs for the growth of other sectors, but also develop the other 
sectors as well.
Any countries' nutrition health and safety dependents directly on the production of agricultural sector, and any disruption 
in the production process can threaten the food health and even the political security of that country. Recent sensitivities 
of developed countries regarding the consumption of agricultural products and healthy organic food indicates the serious 
concerns of these countries' policy makers and consumers over healthy agricultural products.
Therefore, NA Investment Group has set its agenda on consideration of healthy and economic production in agricultural 
sector as well as improving the infrastructure for more and healthier production, based on the relative advantages of Iran.
Iran's privileged geographical position and its climatic diversity for planting various crops in the agricultural sector, the 
presence of qualified human resources in villages and production centres, the sufficiently educated human resource in 
fields related to agriculture, God-given land privileges of valuable products such as saffron, pistachios, medical plants, food 
industry products and handicrafts related to the agricultural sector and similar products are considered as advantages of 
the Iranian agricultural sector, so that via utilisations of these ground and aquatic advantages, NA Investment Group has 
stepped forward in participation in this field.
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MANARAM
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A SMART WAY OF FARMING

                Mana Ram Aras

 AGRO - INDUSTRY

Manaram Aras Agro-Industry Co. has launched the largest hydroponic greenhouse in the Middle East in a cultivated area of 
66 hectares in Aras Industrial Free Trade Zone. This greenhouse is one of the ten largest greenhouse projects in the world with a 
total area of 85 hectares.
Pars Sakhtar Co., as the executive EPC contactor, is leading this project with the participation of Dutch company, Debets Schalke 
Co., by employing highly experienced engineers specialising in hydroponic farms and various intelligent feeding systems, and via 
application of the latest technologies of the world.
For the first time in Iran, aluminum ceiling and wall sections of fully automatic glass greenhouses will be designed and produced 
by Pars Sakhtar Co. for this project. Also, for the mechanical facilities required for the cooling, heating and irrigation system, 
national capabilities will be applied through consultation with a international company.
Manaram Aras Agro - Industry Co. supports the customers by taking care of every aspect that is involved in the development 
and implementation of a successful greenhouse projects and offers vegetable production via application of hydroponic technology, 
hydroponic growth systems, aerobic systems, gardening equipment, NFT channels, hydroponic sources and plant growth lights.
Manaram Aras Agro - Industry Co. produces vegetables through environmentally sustainable methods in temperature and 
humidity-controlled greenhouses, by applying specific hydroponics and vertical agricultural systems and will produce various 
types of organic tomatoes, bell peppers, cucumbers and other vegetables with the aim of national and international market 
development.

36 www.manaram.ir



CLEAN GROWING, ACCOUNTABLE FARMING AND 
RELIABLE SUPPLY OF PRODUCTS. 
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TOURISM AND SERVICES

The hospitality industry, as the greatest and most diverse industry in the world, becomes the most significant 
source of income and job opportunities for many countries around the world.
This industry, which is called the engine of development, has received more and more attention due to its economic 
and social importance. Currently, it is one of the main and stable foundations of the world economy. It is also 
considered as a terrific industry with rapid economic growth worldwide which can directly and indirectly affect 
other economic and cultural activities by creating the highest amount of added value. The hospitality industry is 
ranked globally as the third important industry after oil and automobile manufacturing.
For countries like Iran with so many tourist attractions, tourism can become the most important source of income 
if only proper and comprehensive planning with foresight is set and implemented.
NA Investment Group involves in the tourism industry by launching Mehr Gostaresh Cooperative Company 
and plays a role in this field in Tabriz by purchasing Tabriz Gostaresh Hotel.
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Tabriz Gostaresh Hotel with more than half-a-century experience is the oldest hotel in the heart of Tabriz and has excellent 
access to the city's commercial, entertainment, religious, sightseeing and educational centres. The 13-story hotel has 150 
rooms and various suites that have a wonderful view over the city. Having completed the renovation of all rooms and 
accommodation flats based on the new design of hotel, it is planned to add a spacious and delightful lobby, a large hall with 
a capacity of 800 guests, a luxury restaurant with a capacity of 800 guests, and sports and entertainment centre, bowling and 
billiard hall, traditional Turkish bath, etc.
Tabriz Gostaresh hotel owns quiet and pleasant restaurants serving a variety of traditional, international at a pleasant 
atmosphere for honourable guests, a luxurious and stylish banquet hall, a conference hall equipped with modern audial and 
visual facilities with capacity of 220 people in the form of cinemas and 60 people in the form of conferences, sports-recreational 
complex including swimming pool, dry sauna and steam bath, jacuzzi, massage hall, gym, hydrotherapy, breakfast and WIFI, 
24/7 coffee shop. 

HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

               Gostaresh Hotel

TOURISM AND SERVICES

40 www.gostareshhotel.com
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TRADING

The significance of commercial sector in organising industrial companies in today's 
world of business is apparent and essential. Procurement of raw materials as well as 
sales and marketing of the final product are two basic constituents in the economic 
enterprise of production companies.
Moreover, great export companies in the world are currently the drivers of export 
development and the symbol of a country in export markets. So, by penetrating in a 
market, they can lead a wide range of small and medium-sized companies of downstream 
industry and service providers to enter the market.
Many Iranian products have a high potential for presence and competition in global 
market. But due to the lack of specialised export companies in Iran, despite the potentials 
and production capacities, the products have not been able to gain a proper position in 
global markets. Export, on one side, will create reliable and stable income and prevent 
the currency crisis, and on the other side, stimulate the demands and boost production. 
Ultimately by removing export barriers and activating domestic capacity, it can have a 
direct impact on employment rate and market modification.
In regard with the significance of the commercial department in NA Investment Group, 
Ashnaram Company was set up.
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               Ashna Ram

TRADING

44 www.ashnaram.ir



Ashnaram at a Glance:

 Official agency for sale and export of rolls produced by 
Shahriar Tabriz Industrial Steel Co.
 Trade of steel, mineral and industrial products
 Expert in supplying the consuming materials of 

industrial factories
 Import and export of various machineries and goods
 Supply and preparation of equipment for electrical 

power transmission and sub-transmission lines, 
substations and power plants
 Marketing as well as local and global market 

development of industrial and manufactured products
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Vision and Five-Year Span Outlook of NA Investment Group

 Establishment and processing of polymetallic mines in susceptible areas 
 Construction of Agro-Industrial centre with the approach of conversion industries in 

an area of 3000 hectares in the North-West of Iran
 Construction of an industrial state to create downstream steel products, automobile 

and heavy industries in an area of 1000 hectares in the North-West of Iran
 Construction of the Ministry of Energy’s priority projects in the form of Seller-Financer
 Construction of a Touristic, Welfare and Health Town in vicinity of Tabriz

VISION AND FIVE-YEAR SPAN OUTLOOK OF NA INVESTMENT GROUP
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  Human Resource and Entrepreneurship in 
NA Investment Group

Direct: 735 employees

Indirect: 1460 employees

  Job Opportunities in Five-Year Span Outlook

Direct:10,000 employees 

Indirect: 25,000 employees



Our Core Values 
NA Investment Group is proceeding towards 
enhancement and innovation by adhering to the 
core values of the society and business ethics and 
by putting the customer orientation, quality and 
knowledge in all fields of its activities at the forefront.
Our group engages in the fields of industry, mining, 
agriculture, tourism and trade with the ultimate 
goal of contribution to the sustainable growth and 
development. 
By playing an effective role in Economy and 
Industry, NA Investment Group contributes to 
the production of goods, reduction of dependency, 
growth of revenue, cultivation of talents and ideas, 
increasing employment rate as well as conservation 
and protection of natural resources.

OUR OBJECTIVES  
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Info@parssakhtar.com

 Tehran Office: 
No. 11 - Farhang Boulevard, 
Modiriat Bridge,
Tehran, Iran 
Tel: + 98 21 883 792 15

 Headquarter: 
Gostaresh Hotel,
Administrative Department,
Abrasan Sq., 
Tabriz, Iran

Tel: + 98 41 3166

 Istanbul Office:
No. 3001- 3002, İzzetpaşa, Yeni Yol 
Cd., 34387, Nurol Tower 
Şişli/İstanbul, Turkiye
Tel: + 90 534 654 60 62
       + 90 212 397 11 24


